Abstract-This paper proposes a novel intrusion detection algorithm that aims to identify malicious CAN messages injected by attackers in the CAN bus of modern vehicles. The proposed algorithm identifies anomalies in the sequence of messages that flow in the CAN bus and is characterized by small memory and computational footprints, that make it applicable to current ECUs. Its detection performance are demonstrated through experiments carried out on real CAN traffic gathered from an unmodified licensed vehicle.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the automotive industry pushes toward the adoption of more advanced infotainment systems and self-driving capabilities, modern vehicles become mobile networks of computing devices, possibly connected to the Internet. This paradigm shift paves the way for groundbreaking innovations, but also opens new avenues for cyber-attackers that are now able to approach the automotive domain and exploit software vulnerabilities in cars, ultimately leading to security and safety hazards for drivers and nearby people.
Several proof-of-concepts of attacks to modern unmodified and licensed vehicles have already been demonstrated by security researchers [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . In all cases, attackers were able to take limited control over safety relevant functions, such as throttle, brake and steering. These results spawned novel efforts from both the industry and research institutions towards novel approaches for securing modern vehicles against cyber-attacks. In particular, since all the known attacks that pose relevant safety risks involve the injection of malicious messages within the CAN bus of the attacked vehicles, an interesting and still wide open research field is the identification of methods and algorithms for analyzing messages transmitted over the CAN bus, with the aim of identifying possible evidences of illicit activities.
Within this field of research, this paper proposes a novel anomaly detection algorithm for the CAN bus of modern vehicles. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first algorithm based on the analysis of the sequences of messages that flow on the CAN bus. This feature can be extracted even without knowing the message specifications, hence our algorithm does not require knowledge of syntax and semantic of the CAN messages, that are kept highly confidential by car makers and by their suppliers. Moreover, computational requirements of the proposed algorithm are low enough to 1 Mirco Marchetti is with the Department of Engineering "Enzo Ferrari", University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, 41125 Modena, Italy mirco.marchetti@unimore.it 2 Dario Stabili is with the Department of Engineering "Enzo Ferrari", University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, 41125 Modena, Italy dario.stabili@unimore.it be compatible with the very limited hardware constraints of microcontrollers used to develop the ECUs (Electronic Control Units) embedded in modern vehicles.
Through an experimental evaluation carried out over real CAN traffic traces gathered from a licensed vehicle we demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is able to reach very high detection rates for several different attack classes involving the injection of very few CAN messages. We also highlight that our detector did not generate any false positive during our experimental evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed approach for intrusion detection. Section III discusses different attack scenarios that are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Experimental results are then presented in Section IV. Section V compares the proposed algorithm with respect to related works, and outlines its main contributions and novelties. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and proposes future works.
II. DETECTING ANOMALIES IN SEQUENCES OF CAN IDS
This section presents the intrusion detection algorithm proposed in this paper. To better describe its internals, we first present the structure of a generic CAN Data Frame in Section II-A. An overview of the proposed algorithm is presented in Section II-B, while details about training and detection phases are provided in Sections II-C and II-D, respectively.
A. Structure of CAN data frames
There are two different formats of CAN Data Frame: the base frame format and the extended frame format. The main difference between the two formats is the number of bits reserved for the message identifier, with an 11-bit ID in the base frame format and a maximum of 29-bit ID in the extended frame format. Apart from this distinction, the structure of any CAN message can be modelled as a tuple composed by ID, payload and checksum, as shown in Figure 1 .
The Message ID is a unique identifier of the message that is used by every ECU of the in-vehicle network in order to identify if a message has to be processed or can be ignored. Every identifier is produced by only one ECU and can be of interest for one or more ECUs. The message payload contains different values produced by different sensors managed by a specific ECU and are encoded according to the specifications contained in the DBC file, a database-like file in a proprietary format that contains all the specifications of every ECU of a specific vehicle configuration. This file is extremely precious for car manufacturers, and it is kept strictly confidential. In particular, the DBC file lists all the IDs that should be generated by all ECUs, and prescribes the message format associated to each ID. Format specification includes the number of fields within the message body, their length and boundaries, and syntactical rules for their correct interpretation. Moreover, the DBC specifies whether an ID is event-driven or periodic, and its cycle-time for periodic messages. The message checksum is a field containing the result of a CRC function computed over the Data Frame. This field is used by the receiving ECUs in order to identify possible message modification due to transmission errors. It should be noted that this field can only provide some form of protection against random modification of a CAN data frame. Since it is not built upon strong crypto and authentication primitives, attackers willing to inject data over the CAN bus or introduce arbitrary modifications in legit CAN data frames can easily compute a new valid CRC.
B. Overview of the proposed algorithm
The main idea behind the proposed algorithm is to build a model of the normal behavior of a CAN network based on a particular feature: recurring patterns within the sequence of message IDs observed in the CAN Bus. While other proposals evaluate different features (as described in Section V) our design choice derives from two main real-world constraints. The former is the lack of a DBC file containing formal message specifications and correct information about the message payload. The latter is the need for intrusion detection algorithms that can analyze all CAN messages in real time and execute over micro controllers characterized by very low computational and memory capabilities. Hence all detection algorithms based on complex statistical modeling are not applicable to the current automotive landscape.
An overview of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .
From the analyses of different traces recorded from our test car, we identified some recurring patterns on the ID sequences. Every IDs of our test model is followed only by a subset of all the available IDs, thus limiting the admissible transitions between all IDs. From this result, we developed an algorithm that is able to detect anomalies in the ID sequences. In order to create the model and the detection algorithm, we divided the work flow in two different phases. In the Training Phase (described in Section II-C) we used CAN bus logs to create a data structure that contains all the possible transitions between consecutive IDs observed 
C. Training Phase
In the training phase we analyze traces of real CAN bus traffic gathered from an unmodified licensed vehicle in normal conditions, without any attack. The aim of this phase is to model the normal behavior of the CAN bus in the form of its transition matrix, a data structure that identifies all the legit transitions between the message IDs of two consecutive CAN messages. This model will then be used as a reference to identify anomalies in the CAN traffic.
The transition matrix is a square matrix of order n, where n is the number of unique IDs available in the trace. At the beginning of the training phase, all values of the transition matrix are initialized to false.
The first step for the creation of the transition matrix is to inspect the sequence of the IDs on a legit trace and marking as true all the observed transitions between IDs. As an example, if a message having ID equal to i is followed by a message with ID j, than a value of true is stored in row i and column j of the transition matrix. The algorithm for the population of the transition matrix is represented in Figure 3 .
The resulting data structure is a matrix composed by either true or false values. Such data structure allows the final algorithm to have very low latency in accessing the transition value. After the creation of the transition matrix, we used other legit traffic traces in order to validate our model. Starting from all the traces at our disposal (collected over 10 hours of driving in different traffic conditions, for 2) The transition condition from the first ID to the second is checked. If the transition value is true in the transition matrix, the algorithm continues to the next step.
On the other hand, if the transition value is false, the validation process raises a false positive error, updates the transition matrix by setting the transition value to true and continues to the next step.
3) The algorithm extracts the next ID from the sequence and repeats the previous steps. The algorithm for the validation process follows the flow chart represented in Figure 4 .
The validation process is extremely important for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed detection algorithm. In particular, it is important to minimize the number of false positives, since even a very low false positive rate may lead to the generation on unacceptable false alarms during normal driving conditions.
At the end of the validation process, the algorithm raised 0 false positives and the resulting transition matrix was equal to the one obtained at the end of the first phase of the training process, meaning that the transition patterns between IDs were strongly consistent between different traces collected in different driving conditions and that all the different transitions between IDs have already been observed in the message sequence used for training.
D. Detection phase
The last phase of the detection algorithm uses the previously created and validated transition matrix to detect anomalies on other traffic traces. The transition matrix is used to test the possible transitions between two different IDs: if the transition is marked as false in the matrix, A thorough experimental evaluation that assesses the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in identifying different classes of attacks (described in Section III) is proposed in Section IV).
E. Memory and computational requirements
We now discuss the memory and computational requirements of the proposed detection algorithm.
Memory Requirements: The memory requirement for the algorithm are strongly dependent on the vehicle model and configuration, being tied to the number of different IDs that flow on the analyzed CAN bus. In order to minimize the memory requirement, we introduce a data structure that ties each CAN ID to an index that ranges from 1 to the number of IDs, and that is used to identify the row and the column of the transition matrix that correspond to a given ID. This data structure is the ID-position array.
The detection algorithm then requires only n 2 bits of memory for storing the transition matrix, plus n * 11 to n * 29 bits for the ID-position array (depending on the length of the IDs), where n represents the number of different IDs. The memory requirements of the transition matrix in our test case (with 45 different IDs of 11 bits each) are 2025 bits (254 bytes) for the transition matrix and 495 bits (62 bytes) for the ID-position array, for a total memory requirement of 316 bytes.
Computational Costs: The detection phase of the proposed algorithm based on simple lookup and comparison operations. The extraction of the ID from all CAN messages is a basic operation that is already performed by all ECUs connected to the CAN bus, hence this activity does not impose any additional computational burden. The lookup of the true or false value within the transition matrix is an extremely fast operation, thanks to the direct access through indexes retrieved from the ID-position array. The computational cost of this operation is O(1), and does not depend on the number of distinct IDs. The lookup of an index corresponding to a given ID within the ID-position array is the only operation that could increase the computational cost of the proposed solution. Its computational complexity is O(n), where n is the number of unique IDs in the vehicle. This operation can be optimized by ordering the IDs according to the ID frequency: IDs that appear more frequently on the CAN bus can be placed in the first places of the ID-position array, so that they will be encountered earlier in a sequential scan of the array. This optimization allows us to further reduce the average computational cost of the lookup phase.
Centralized vs distributed solution: In the CAN networks there are a particular set of ECUs known as Gateways that are placed on the edge of different sub networks and that allow CAN data frames to flow among different branches of the CAN bus. These ECUs have full visibility of all the traffic that flows in different branches of the CAN bus, hence by placing the detection algorithm in one of these ECUs it is possible implement a centralized detection system.
The proposed detection algorithm can also be distributed across the different branches of the CAN bus. This strategy requires the deployment of the detection software in at least one ECU for each branch, but has the benefit of reducing both the computational costs and memory requirements, because only a subset of IDs flow in each branch. In this scenario we need to create different transition matrices and ID-position arrays for each monitored branch.
III. ATTACK SCENARIOS
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed detection algorithm we simulated attacker activities by injecting forged CAN messages within traffic traces gathered from an unmodified licensed vehicle. This process has already been adopted for the evaluation of several intrusion detection algorithms based on the CAN bus [1] , [5] , and allows us to simulate the effects over the CAN bus of real attack strategies [2] , [6] , [3] .
In particular, starting from real CAN traffic traces, we create two different datasets. The former contains injections of single CAN messages, as described in Section III-A. The latter includes more complex attacks characterized by the injection of sets of CAN bus messages that mimic real attacks, discussed in Section III-B. The legit CAN traces that served as a basis for message injection were gathered from the OBD-II port of an unmodified 2011 Ford Fiesta during several hours of driving in real traffic conditions. This trace includes a total of 45 different message IDs.
A. Basic Injection
This dataset has been designed to test the ability of the proposed algorithm to detect an attack comprising one or more injections of the same legit CAN message.
The probability distribution of each message ID is a peculiar characteristic of every car, and can even change from model to model based on the optional functions implemented and activated. Figure 5 shows the distribution of message IDs within the legit can traces. the x-axis represents the different message IDs, labeled from 1 to 45. The y-axis represents the number of messages having a given ID within a legit trace of 48 million messages (about 4 hours of driving). From this figure it is clear that some IDs have a much higher probability of appearing on the CAN bus with respect to other IDs.
This aspect is interesting to study how the performance of the proposed anomaly detection algorithm are influenced by the popularity of the injected messages. To carry out a comprehensive evaluation for CAN messages characterized by different probabilities, we select four IDs representing messages at the 20th, 40th, 60th and 80th percentiles in the message distribution shown in Figure 5 . We then use these representative IDs to create four different set of traces. Each set comprise ten different malicious traces obtained by injecting simulated attack sequences including from one to ten occurrences of the representative ID. Each attack sequence lasts one second, and injected messages are uniformly distributed within that second. Attacks sequences are injected in random parts of the legit traces, and are always separated by at least one second of attack-free CAN traffic. At the end of this process we obtain 40 different attack traces, including from 1900 to 19000 attacks depending on the number of injected messages.
B. Realistic attacks
For the second dataset we selected three different types of attacks, called Replay, Bad Injection and Mixed Injection.
A Replay happens when an attacker injects in the CAN bus a sequence of messages that have previously been read from the same CAN bus. To better simulate a real-world attack scenario, we extract sequences of normal messages from the training traces, and build the malicious traces by injecting these normal sequences within legit traces that have not been used for training. This scenario represents a worstcase for our algorithm, since all transitions between injected messages have already been observed during training and thus cannot be detected through the transition matrix. Hence the only chance of detection is related to the transitions at the beginning and at the end of the injected sequence.
In a Bad Injection attack, the attacker injects a sequence of messages that never appeared before over the same CAN bus. To simulate this attack, we leverage the transition matrix to build message sequences that were not observed during training. Finally, we build the malicious traces by injecting these sequences within legit traces that have not been used for training. This is a best-case scenario, since injected sequences include at least one transition that has not been included in the transition matrix.
Finally, Mixed Injection attacks are generated by injecting sequences that comprise a random mix of CAN messages. This scenario simulates a realistic attacker that builds an attack payload only by focusing on its goals, without taking into account normal message transitions and message probability distributions.
For each of these attacks we generate multiple malicious traces, changing the length of injected message sequence (from 1 to 10 messages) and with different sequences for each length, for a total of 375 different malicious traces (125 in each of the three attack scenarios).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To verify the ability of the proposed algorithm to detect different types of attacks that involve injection of CAN messages, we test it against traces containing malicious traffic that were described in Section III.
Before testing, we trained and validated an instance of the proposed anomaly detector by using approximately 40 million messages, extracted from about 4 hours of driving in different conditions. The training phase was made on about 8 million messages and the validation on the other 32 millions.
After training, we applied our detector to traces including both basic injections and realistic attacks. Experimental results are described in Sections IV-A and IV-B, respectively.
A. Detection of basic injections
We first test our detector against the 40 attack traces described in Section III-A. Detection results are shown in Figure 6 . The x-axis represents the number of packets included in each injected message sequence, while the y-axis represents the number of attacks identified by our detector, expressed as a percentage over the total number of attacks. The four different lines refer to traces including messages at the 20th, 40th, 60th and 80th percentile of the probability distribution, as described in Section III-A. Results show that if the attacker injects only a single message, detection performance heavily depends on the probability distribution. In particular, messages that appear on the CAN bus with higher probability are less likely to be detected, while messages with a lower probability have higher detection rates.
The detection performance in case of single message injection for every percentile are shown in Table I .
Detection performance also improve for longer attacks, comprising more than one message. In particular, we highlight that sequences composed by at least two messages are always detected (detection probability equal to 100%), independently by the probability distribution of the injected messages.
We also highlight that the detector did not generate any false positive during these tests, thus demonstrating that transitions of message IDs represent a stable feature, that is preserved in attack-free conditions.
B. Detection of realistic attacks
We then test the detector against the three different attack classes described in Section III-B. Detection results are shown in Figure 7 .
The x-axis represents the number of packets included in each injected message sequence, while the y-axis represents Fig. 7 . Sequence Attack Detection the number of attacks identified by our detector, expressed as a percentage over the total number of attacks. The three different lines refer to traces including replay, bad injection and random injection attacks, as defined in Section III-B.
In the case of a Replay attack, we can clearly see that, despite the length of the sequence of injected messages, the detection percentage does not follow any particular trend, and varies within a range of 20% to 40%.
We remark that this represents a worst case scenario for the proposed anomaly detection algorithm, because attacks are a replay of message sequences already seen during training. Hence, the algorithm can only detect anomalies in the transitions at the beginning and at the end of the injected sequence. This means that the length of the sequence does not influence the capacity of our algorithm to detect anomalies, and thus the detection percentage. A possible solution for increasing the detection rates in this attack scenario is to use a our algorithm alongside with different approaches. In [1] we proposed an algorithm that uses statistical inspection on the messages for anomaly detection that performs extremely good detecting injection of massive replay messages.
On the other hand, Bad Injection attacks represent the best case for our algorithm. Since injected sequences have never been observed during training, all of them contain at least one transition that is not included in the transition matrix. Hence our detection rate in this case is always 100%, independently on the sequence length.
The more realistic scenario is represented by Mixed Injection attacks, that simulates generic attack sequences. For this scenario, our algorithm is able to detect attacks that comprise only one message about 40% of the times. However, detection rates improve considerably as the length of the injected sequence increases. For sequences composed by only two messages, the detection rates goes up to 99.9%, and we achieve 100% detection rate for all sequences of three or more messages.
Finally, we highlight that the proposed algorithm generated 0 false positives for all the 375 attack traces belonging to this scenario. These results demonstrate that the sequences of the messages on the CAN bus is a useful feature for detecting possible intrusions. Our approach is able to detect efficiently an high percentage of attacks without generating any false positives.
V. RELATED WORK
Recent reports of attacks carried out by injecting malicious CAN data frames within the CAN bus of modern vehicles [3] , [6] motivated several research efforts aiming at improving the security of in-vehicle networks. Since the CAN bus is an insecure communication channel that lacks authentication, confidentiality, integrity and availability guarantees [7] several research efforts focused on securing communications among ECUs by leveraging cryptographic algorithms [8] , [9] . While this approach is theoretically sound, economic competition among car makers pushes towards the adoption of very simple ECUs whose computational limitations are not compatible with modern cryptography, thus limiting the applicability of similar proposals.
On the other hand, another research field focuses on detecting attacks carried out by injecting malicious messages over the CAN bus, rather than preventing them. Intrusion detection systems represent a popular technology for realizing and improving attack detection capabilities in modern information systems [10] , [11] , [12] . They can analyze network packets (Network IDS), activities executed within computers (Host IDS) or a combination of these kind of events (Hybrid IDS).
Many research efforts strive to apply the well known concept of Network IDS to the network architectures and protocols that connect ECUs in modern cars. In particular, several works aimed at developing robust anomaly detection approaches for the CAN bus. Anomaly detection is a promising approach, since in principle it allows to identify novel and unknown attacks. The main assumption that lies beneath anomaly detection is that it is possible to build a model that describes the normal behavior of the CAN bus, and that attacks can be detected because they introduce a measurable deviation from the normal profile [13] . Works within this field propose different models for the definition of the normal behavior of the CAN bus.
The simplest approach is to detect CAN bus messages having an invalid ID. In this case, the normal model is just a set of valid message IDs, either gathered from the formal specification of a given vehicle, or learned by sniffing correct messages from the can bus. This approach allows easy and precise identification of attacks that inject CAN messages with an invalid ID, but can be easily foiled by attackers clever enough to inject arbitrary messages with valid IDs. Hence this approach can be useful against basic fuzzing [14] , [15] techniques, but becomes useless against more sophisticated or determined attacks.
Another popular approach is based on the analysis of the cycle time that characterizes many periodic CAN messages [4] . Unfortunately, this approach cannot be applied to non-periodic messages. Moreover, even periodic messages may be characterized by a variable cycle time, influenced by events (i.e. ECUs that change their behavior based on vehicle conditions) or load on the bus. This variability leads to the generation of many false positives.
Other works propose the creation of a model based on aggregated statistical features, such as the average bus load and message entropy [1] . Similar proposals are effective in the identification of massive attacks (such as message flooding), but cannot detect attacks based on the injection of just few malicious CAN messages, that are not enough to generate a measurable deviation in the aggregate statistical features of the whole CAN bus.
Besides detection performance, it is also imperative to design detection algorithms that are compatible with the tight computational constraints of automotive ECUs. As an example, while the work proposed in [5] represents an interesting detection approach based on Deep Neural Network, its high computational cost render it clearly unsuitable for modern vehicles.
In this paper we propose a novel intrusion detection algorithms that is based on the identification of recurrent patterns of IDs.
The proposed algorithm has several advantages with respect to the state of the art. First of all, it does not require the formal DBC specification, and can be trained over traces captured from licensed vehicles. Moreover, experimental evaluations demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is able to detect with high probability even stealth attacks, in which attackers only inject a very limited number of packets having legitimate ID and correct format. Moreover, it achieves a very low false positive rate (no false positives have been observed in our experimental evaluation based on real traffic traces that were not used for training). Finally, the proposed algorithm has been specifically designed to fit the very hard computational constraints that are typical of micro controllers used to implement vehicular ECUs. We also highlight that our proposal can be easily integrated with other complementary detection algorithms based on different features, thus contributing to improve the effectiveness of future vehicular intrusion detection systems based on heterogeneous data and analysis approaches.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel anomaly detection algorithm designed to identify attacks based on the injection of malicious messages over the CAN bus of modern vehicles. The proposed algorithm is based on the analysis of the sequence of CAN bus messages generated by a vehicle under normal conditions, and fits the tight memory and computational constraints of ECUs embedded in current vehicles. Experimental evaluations based on real CAN traces gathered from a licensed and unmodified vehicle demonstrate its high performance in terms of high detection and low false positive rates.
Future works include the integration of this algorithm with complementary intrusion detection approaches based on different features.
